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DISCHARGE PLASMA CALCULATIONS IN CUSPED ION THKUSTERS
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Abstract ns  : plasma density at the sheath edge
Using the Finite Element Method, a model n : z-component of unit vector normal to a

describing plasma flows in cusped ion thrusters is boundary
developed. This model enables one to calculate P : canonical momentum in z-direction
ion flow fractions to the discharge chamber Q :ion production rate per unit volume
surfaces for any cusped field configuration. r radial position
Several numerical examples are presented to r :radial cathode position
demonstrate that this model can be used to obtain r :radial position of node i
plasma density distributions in the discharge T electron temperature (eV)
chamber and to calculate the extracted ion T ion temperature (eV)
fraction. From the results, it is concluded that T : neutral temperature (eV)
this method is a useful tool for optimizing the Vd discharge voltage
magnetic field configurations of discharge v Bohm velocity
chambers. v neutral atom velocity

v : velocity in x-direction
v velocity in y-direction

Nomenclature v : velocity in z-dlrection
(SI units unless noted otherwise) z : axial position

z : axial cathode position
A magnetic vector potential z : axial position of node i
A :grid surface area : diffusion flux
Bg  magnetic flux density A area of element
Bij i,j-th coefficient defined by Eqs. (27) 6 : the Kronecker symbol

and (28) u : propellant utilization
a. variable defined in Eq. (18) 0 angle
b : variable defined in Eq. (18) : ion mobility
C constant defined in Eq. (A9) : shape function
S : variable defined in Eq. (18) transparency of grids to ions
D diffusion coefficient toD diffusion coefficient fiien transparency of grids to neutrals
D a a dffusn ceffcent rate factor for ionization
D : Bohm diffusion coefficient [R] rotation matrix
Dij :i,j-h component of matrix defined in (e) : index of element (e)

Eq. (13) )n: component normal to the surface
E energy (eV) vector
E :primary electron energy (eV) tensor
e electronic charge
F :j-th component of load vector
fi distribution function . Introduction
fB :extracted ion fraction In a cusped ion thruster, the configuration of

: fraction of ions produced that go to either the cusped magnetic field applied in the
the grid surface or through it into the discharge chamber is a design parameter of primary
beam importance because it has a great influence on

fR fraction of ions produced that go to the discharge chamber performance. A poor field
rear wall surface configuration can lead to not only inefficient

f : fraction of ions produced that go to the confinement of primary electrons but also to a low
side wall surface fraction of the ions produced within the chamber

H :Hamiltonian that are extracted into the beam. Some research
K : i,j-ch component of stiffness matrix work to optimize field configurations has been

I length conducted over the last decade but most o this
M ion mass work has been done experimentally. This
m electron mass procedure usually takes a lot of time and is
m propellant flow rate (A eq.) costly since a large number of parameters are
n plasma density involved in chamber designs. Consequently, it is
n : plasma density at node i desirable to develop a theoretical model that can
nn neutral atom density be used to suggest the field configuration that
n primary electron density will yield optimum discharge chamber performance
n primary electron density at its emission and show in detail, the effects of field

S site configuration on the confinement of both primary
n : r-component of unit vector normal to a electrons and ions.

boundary The objective of this work is to present a
two-dimensional model describing plasma flows
within the discharge chamber by using the Finite
Element Method (FEM). The model can be used to

* Associate Professor, Department of Aeronautics, calculate ion flow fractions to discharge chamber
University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan. Member AIAA. surfaces for any magnetic field configuration and

t Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, to estimate the field configuration that will
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado, yield the highest fraction of ions being extracted
USA. Member AIAA. into the beam.
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2. Plasma Flow Model A 0
2.1. Assumptions [ D'] - (5)

A steady-state plasma produced in an axi- 0 D
symmetric discharge chamber is considered and to
simplify the analysis, the following assumptions
are made: where components DA and D are the ambipolar and

1) The discharge plasma is produced in one-step the Bohm diffusion coefticients, respectively.
ionization collisions between primary electrons Because T > T , the ambipolar diffusion
and neutral atoms. The primary electrons have an coefficient can be kpproximated by
energy equal to the discharge voltage and thermal
electrons, singly-charged ions and atoms exhibit
Maxwellian energy distributions. kT
2) The electron temperature T ion temperature DA - i (6)

T and neutral atom temperature T are constant
t roughout the discharge chamber. Both ions and
neutral atoms have the same temperature as the where p, the ion mobility, is inversely
chamber surface (around 0.05 eV) and this proportioi to the neutral atom density n. The
temperature is much less than that of the Bohb diffusion coefficient DB is given by
electrons.
3) The neutral atom density is also constant kT

throughout the discharge chamber. DB - a (7)
4) The migration of both ions and thermal 16 eB

electrons across magnetic field lines are
described by Bohm diffusion and their migration where the magnetic flux density B is a function of
along the lines are described by ambipolar position within the discharge chamber and is
diffusion. The motion of primary electrons in the calculated prior to the plasma flow analysis as a
electrostatic and electromagnetic fields of the solution to the magnetostatic equations and
discharge chamber is described by a particle orbit boundary conditions describing the discharge
theory (see Appendix). chamber magnetic field configuration.
5) Ions are lost to the chamber surfaces at the In the r-z coordinate system, the plasma

_ i, Bohm li JB. MIn the r'-z' coordinate system, the plasmaBohm velocity vB (- TkTe/M) diffusion flux vector (r') is given by

2.2. Governine Eauations ( I) - - [ D' ] ( Vn . (8)

The principal governing equation for theThe principal governing equation for the When the r'-z' coordinate system is rotatedparticle balance within the discharge chamber is through an angl coo relative to the fixed r-z
through an angle 0 relative to the fixed r-z

- ([D](vn)) - Q (1) coordinate system (located with its axes tangent
to the discharge chamber axes) at a position P,

where the matrix [D] describes the spatial 
one ob t ais the following relations

variation of diffusion coefficients within the - 9
discharge chamber. The ion production rate per
unit volume Q is given by and

Q - nn<v> (2) ( V'n ) - [ R ] ( Vn ) (10)

Here n and nn are the densities of primary where [R] is a rotation matrix at P and is written
electrons and neutrals, respectively, and <av> is
the ionization rate coefficient. In order to
analyze the plasma flow within a discharge cose sin
chamber, it is necessary to define the source - (11)
location and density distribution of primary R ] - (8
electrons. The following equations, which cos
describe the distribution of these electrons in
terms of the magnetic field vector potential A are Using the above relations, the diffusion flux
developed as Eq. (A9) in the appendix. vector defined with respect to the r-z coordinates

n - n (1 - C.IAI) IA < 1/C becomes
P P (3)

np - 0 IA /C (3) r ) - . [ D ] ( Vn ) (12)
p

where

These equations pertain to the case where the
electrons are emitted all along the discharge [D ] - [ R ] [ D'] [ R
chamber centerline (i.e. where A - 0). For the
case where electrons are emitted away for the
centerline Eq. (A0l) should be used. 11 D12

The atom density in the chamber nn is D D
determined by a neutral atom flow balance on the 21 22
discharge chamber and is given by

4 a (l-q )
nn " e A (4) - D cos 2 +DBsin2 1 (DA-D )sin.cos .

n g n An AA B

(DA-DB)sinScosO DAsin 2+D cos2

where i is propellant flow rate expressed in
equivalent amperes, q. is the propellant
utilization and n is the effective transparency (
of the grids to neutrals. In a coordinate system
oriented so the z' axis is coincident with the Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (1), the following
tangent to the magnetic field at a point P, the governing differential equation is obtained.
diffusion matrix [D'] at P can be written as
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The Galerkin equation for element (e) becomes
1 0

rr (ll + r D12 z) + D218r + D228 ) + Q- 0

(14) fj rr,z)e (r,z) dr dz - 0

2.3. Boundary Conditions j - 1,2,3 (20)
Under most operating conditions, the potential

of a typical discharge plasma will be higher than
that of chamber wall surface even when the chamber where the double integral ff(e rdz infers
wall serves as an anode. In this case a sheath integration over the area of element (e).
will exist not only upstream of the grids but also Substituting Eq. (19) into Eq. (20) and
at the wall surfaces. The ions arriving at the integrating the first two terms by parts yields
sheath edge should be accelerated to the Bohm
velocity v- in order to assure this sheath will
be stable. Consequently, the boundary condition
at the chamber and grid surfaces becomes rr(e) e ) (e) (e) (e)(e) (e)

I D i + An .l, 
n

JJ [arj  llar arj  128z + 8zJ "21ar
((r))n -VB (15)

where (()) n represents the vector component of + azD 228z dr dz + () Q dr dz
the flux normal to the surface and n is a plasma
density at the sheath edge. Because axisymmetric
plasmas are being considered in this analysis, the (e) () )
boundary condition on the discharge chamber axis . *() D n + D in n + n
becomes J J lir r 12az r 213r z

((r) n - 0 . (16) (

+ D22az nz dI - 0 (21)
3. FEM Formulation

In order to solve the equations of the
preceeding section the entire domain in the where the single integral d is a line integral
discharge chamber is subdivided into a large along the boundary of theJelement. The quantities
number of triangular elements. For each of these n and n are the r and z components of the
elements the governing equation (Eq. (14)) is outward unit normal to the element boundary.
transformed into an algebraic equation. Fo owing The last term can be also written in the form
the usual finite element analysis fechnique, the
element trial solution n a(r, z) that
approximates n on element (e) is written in . ((r(e))) 6 )d
polynomial form, n

3 For elements adjacent to the chamber surfaces,
n(e)(r, z) - ( n e)r, z) (17) applying the boundary condition (expressed by

i-1 i  i Eq. (15)) to the above boundary integral yields

where f (( ))n .e) d - v n ) (e) di .

(e( a+ b r + c z
)(r, z) - i-1,2,3 (18) (22)

S2 A
For an element adjacent to the chamber axis this
integral becomes zero in accordance with Eq. (16).

and For an element that lies interior to the entire
domain and has no absolute boundary, this boundary
integral is unnecessary because it is cancelled by

ai- rkZj r , b - -z c- r - r the boundary integrals for adjacent elements when1 kJ J k' i k j' i j k all of the element equations are assembled to form
a system equation. For interior elements Eq. (22)

f is therefore not applied. Substituting Eq. (17)
S- (r 3 z 2 -rz 3 ) + (rz 3 -r 3 z) + (r2z-rz 2) . into Eq. (21) and rearranging one obtains

Te), subscripts i,j,k have the values 1, 2, ,for
S(r, z end are permuted cyclically for 0 (r, 3 () (e) .(e) (e) (e) (e)

z and '(r, z). The symbol A represe, the E J ni Dlll a ri + D12 azi
area of the triangular element and ni is a
variable for which a value is sought at node i of

n (r,z) into the governing differential equation + D J() a) D ,( e dr d
(Eq. (14)), one obtains the residual equation for 213z r 223z dz
element (e)

(6) (e) + f ((re)) (e)di

R(e)(r,- 11 r 12 az

+ A (e) + (e) ( )Q dr dz j-1,2,3 . (23)
az( 218r 228z
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These are the element equations for element (e). where 6 is the Kronecker symbol and (I is the
They can be expressed in matrix form by the boundary length. Finally, all of the element

equation equations are assembled to complete a numerical
form called the system equation.

SK (+ B) ( n ) - ( F ) (24)ij ij J 4. Numerical Examoles
4.1. Examole 1

where the expressions for the stiffness and load Consider the discharge plasma produced in a 20
terms are, respectively, cm diam. cylindrical discharge chamber having 6

magnet rings arranged to produce the computed
magnetic field configuration shown in Fig. 1.

(a) (e) (e ) (e) (e) when samarium-cobalt magnets are used, the
K - D .1 + D 1  zj magnetic circuit analysis yields flux densities

j r ar that range from 0.23 to 0.28 Tesla at the magnet
surfaces and from 20 to 200 mTesla at the grid

] surface. Figure 2 shows a plasma density

+ (e) 
(e

+
) 

D e) r(e) ) distribution calculated for the case where the
21az r 22z ) xenon propellant flow rate m - 1 A-eq, the

propellant utilization q - 0.8, the discharge
voltage V - 30 V (correspondingly, the primary

and electron energy E - 30 eV), the electron
temperature T - I eV, the neutral atom

p(e) (e)Q dr dz) temperature T e- 0.05 eV, and the grid system

J~ j transparency to neutral atoms 0 - 0.3. Although
a relatively uniform plasma is obtained in the
region near the chamber axis, large density

For elements adjacent to the chamber surfaces reionanear e chambevr the lareg nea sityvariations are seen over the region near the
chamber walls. The distribution at the wall

B(e)v (e) (e) ds (27) urface has peaks that appear at positions
ij B J i J corresponding to the locations of the magnets.

This is due to the fact that, at the center of
Sf t o the cusp, the plasma can escape relatively easily

and for the other elements to the surface by flowing along the magnetic field
lines of force. The leak width associated with

B(e) 0 .(28) all of the peaks is about 6 1mm and this is the
ij same value as the measured one. The value of the

leak width can be varied by changing the magnetic
.(25)-(27), and field strength at the cusps but is insensitive to

Substituting Eq. (18) into Eqs. (25)-(27), and the other parameters such as propellant flow rate,
integrating them, one obtains, respectively, discharge voltage and electron temperature. In

the region between the cusps, Fig. 2 shows the
Splasma density at the walls remains low. This

iK - Dlbb + Dl2bicj + D21cb j  result seems reasonable since the strong magnetic
i 4 i i 2 1  j fields in these regions inhibit plasma diffusion

to the walls. As the ion loss flux density is
Sassumed to be proportional to the plasma density

+ D22cic (29) at the wall surface (see Eq. (15)), one can
calculate the fractions of ions produced that flow
to each surface. In this case the fractions to the
grids, to the side wall, and to the rear wall are

(). A Q (30) 53 *, 38 % and 9 %, respectively.
.1 3

and

Bj v (1 + 6j) () (31) CATI

>-

AXIS
z

3 I I

SIDE WALL
Fig. 2 Plasma density distribution for the

Fig. i Magnetic field configuration produced by 6 magnetic field configuration produced by 6 magnet

magnet rings, rings.
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The effect of changes in magnetic field related to the shape of the magnetic field lines
strength on the ion flow fractions to the chamber between the cusps and the strength of the fields
surfaces for the field configuration shown in Fig. near the humps. As one can see in Fig. 5, the
1 can be examined using the model relatively outermost field lines are distorted toward the
easily. In Fig. 3 the computed ion flow fractions side wall surfaces. Because ambipolar diffusion
to the grids fG, to the side wall f, and to the is much faster than Bohm diffusion, the plasma
rear wall f are plotted as a function of (and therefore the ions) can get close to the
normalized field strength (the maximum value of region between the magnets where the field lines
1.0 is obtained when the samarium cobalt magnets are distorted toward the walls with relative ease.
are used). As seen in this figure, the ion flow Further, the reduction in magnetic field strength
toward the grids increases with the field strength in the region between magnet rings induced by
while the flows toward the other surfaces (side moving them further apart, facilitates higher Bohm
and rear wall) decrease with it. However, they diffusion coefficients (Eq. (7)). As a
become saturated at normalized field strengths consequence of these effects, the fraction of the
above about 0.4. This effect can be explained by ions lost to the wall surfaces is calculated to
recognizing that an increase in field strength increase by 53 %, when three rather than six
causes the plasma flux toward both the side and magnets are used. However, the total loss flux at
the rear walls to decrease due to the decrease in the cusps decreases at the same time in almost
the Bohm diffusion coefficient (see Eq. (7)). The direct proportion to the number of cusps. As a
higher magnetic flux density, which limits Bohm consequence of these competing effects, the
diffusion losses to the chamber walls between combined ion loss rate to any wall surface may
magnet rings also produces a spatially less increase or decrease as the number of magnet rings
uniform plasma both at the chambers walls and the is reduced. In the case where three magnet rings
grids, but the average ion flux toward the grids are used, the fractions to the grids, to the side
is reduced less than that to the walls. At
normalized field strengths above -0.4, losses to
the cusps and through the grids dominate over
losses across field lines to the walls and flow
fractions reach steady values. These same trends > GRID LOCATION
are also seen in the experimental results
presented in Refs. 3 and 6. cn

Z
4.2. Example 2 LU

Figure 4 shows a plasma density distribution in C
a discharge chamber having the same dimensions as <
the one in Example 1 but for this example the M
magnetic field is produced by three rather than
six ring magnets. The resulting magnetic field J
configuration is shown in Fig. 5. In this case a.
Fig. 4 shows the density profile is also
relatively uniform in the central region and has
peaks at the cusps, however, the profile at the
side wall surface is different. Density humps are
observed over relatively wide zones in the . ^-p V S
regions between the cusps and as a result the ion '-
loss flux between the cusps reaches 20 % of the '4
ions produced inside the chamber. The reason for
the occurrence of these plasma density humps is

Fig. 4 Plasma density distribution for the

1.0- magnetic field configuration produced by 3 magnet
rings.

.3- AXIS

I I0

0.0

0.0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

NORMALUZED FIELD STRENGTH SIDE WALL

Fig. 3 Ion flow fractions to chamber surfaces Fig. 5 Magnetic field configuration produced by 3
for the magnetic field configuration produced by 6 magnet rings.
magnet rings.
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wall and to the rear wall are 47 %, 37 % and 16 t, are emitted closer to the side wall surface,
respectively. A comparison of these results with .causes the extracted ion fraction to decrease
those for the six magnet case (53 %, 38 % and 9 %) considerably. When the cathode is located
illustrates the complexity of the effects of upstream of the axial location of the cusp, the
changing numbers of magnets and their locations data suggest primary electrons tend to be trapped
and suggests that an optimum number of magnet by the cusped field and to produce ions locally in
rings exists which will effect operation at the the cusp region. In this case most of the ions
maximum extracted ion fraction, produced are lost to the wall surface near the

cusp and this results in a very low extracted ion
4.3. Example 3 fraction. In Fig. 6, experimental data

This final example demonstrates that the (obtained from Ref. 12) are also shown for
present method can be used to investigate the comparison. The calculated results are in
effect of not only field configuration but also of qualitative agreement with the experimental ones.
cathode position. In the former examples, it was
assumed that primary electrons were being emitted
from the position where the magnetic vector 5. Conclusion
potential A was zero (i.e. all along the chamber Using the Finite Element Method, a plasma flow
axis). When primary electrons are emitted from model that can be used to calculate the fractions
positions of non-zero potential, the regions of of ions produced that flow toward the grid and
the chamber to which they have access, and where wall surfaces has been developed. Several
ionization will therefore occur, will also change numerical examples have been employed to
(see Eqs. (2) and (A10)). Figure 6 shows the demonstrate that this modal can be used to obtain
effect of changing the radius and axial location plasma density distributions and to calculate the
of an annular primary electron source (a cathode) extracted ion fractions for various cusped
on the extracted ion fraction (fR - -f G) for a 9 magnetic field configurations. From the results,
cm diam. discharge chamber having the magnetic it is concluded that this method is a useful tool
field configuration shown in Fig. 7. A grid that can be used to optimize magnetic field
system transparency to ions (# ) of 0.75 was used geometry and strength for good performance. A
to compute these results. Tne data show that logical next step in the development of this model
increasing the cathode radius, so the electrons will be to combine the present capability with

basic equations describing conservation of energy,
of primary and Maxwellian electrons and of ions.
Such a model should facilitate the computation of

0.4- such discharge chamber performance parameters as
The l the beam ion energy cost and make it possible to

S ---- Theoreticol evaluate the effects of changes in such design
S------ Experimental (Ref. 12) parameters and cusped magnetic field configuration

on them.

S0.3-
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Appendix Ha _ p2 (AS)
In general, a primary electron emitted from a 2a z

cathode surface has a mean free path that is much
longer than typical discharge chamber dimensions. The application of Eqs. (A7) and (AS) in the
As a result, one can treat a primary electron as a integration of Eq. (A6) follows the work of Samec
collision-free particle in the electrostatic and who solved a similar problem for Maxwellian
electromagnetic fields that exist in the chamber, electrons. For the present case Eq. (A6) has been
Here, a collisionless particle model is developed integrated under the constraints of Eqs. (A7) and
that yields the primary electron density (AS) to obtain
distribution in ring cusp magnetic field discharge
chambers.

Consider the motion of a single primary n - n (1 - C.IAI) for JAl < 1/C
electron located at a point in the space where a and P P (A9)
magnetic field is applied parallel to an x-y
plane. The primary electron density can be n - 0 for JAI a 1/C
expressed by P

where C is determined by the primary electron

np - JJ f dv dVz (Al) energy through the equation

C -
^ p

where f, the distribution function of a primary
electron, is written as

When primary electrons are emitted at the position
where the magnetic vector potential is non-zero,

f- 3/2 i.e. at A - AO , one can integrate Eq. (A6) to
f - n (m/2) S(E-E )/(2,rp) . (A2) obtain

Here, n is the primary electron density at the n - n (1 - C. A - AI0) for IA - A < 1/C
locatioR where they are being emitted, m is the P P
electron mass, E is the energy variable, E is the and (A10)
energy of the primary electrons, and 6( ? is the
delta function. For collisionless particles such n - 0 for IA - A01 a 1/C
as these, the Vlasov equation is satisfied by any P
function of the constants of motion. Two such
constants are the Hamiltonian H and the canonical
momentum Pz given by

H- (vx + v 2) (A3)

P - m v - eA (A4)
z Z

where A, the magnetic vector potential, is a
function of x and y. In carrying out the velocity
integration implicit in Eq. (Al), it is convenient
to make a change of variables to a new set which
includes H and P . Using the new variables, Eq.
(Al) can be rewritten as

n - , II d dP dv f /IV (A5)

An expression for [v I is obtained by combining
Eqs. (A3) and (A4T. And Eq. (A5) can then be
integrated over the allowable range of v
determined from these sale equations y

(-Ji2mH-(P +eA) 2 : vy S ~2mH-(Pz+eA) ) to obtain

n - m2 f dH dPz f (A6)

This equation can be integrated to obtain the
primary electron density distribution in a
discharge chamber only over the region of H - P
space where two contraints are satisfied. One of
these constraints is related to the magnetic field
and is defined by the expression

H (Pz + e A)2  (A7)

The second defines the region to which these
electrons can find access by virtue of the energy
they have and the points at which they are
released into the chamber. One case of interest
in the present study involves primary electrons
released at A - 0. In this case the second
contraint becomes
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